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IOWA ENTREPRENEUR 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
4/5/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000308) 
Meet two women who work to help students in need and a couple who built a nationally-
recognized photography business. 
 
4/12/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000309) 
Discover how a Super Bowl ad led one woman down the path to being a photographer, speaker 
and television host, and meet a professional chef who has made it his mission to help those in 
need. 
 
4/19/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000310) 
Discover the stories behind one company that is an international trailblazer in concrete paving 
and another company that creates programs for use in the classroom. 
 
4/26/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000201) 
Discover how a fun activity led to a successful business, and how another entrepreneurial 
journey was launched after hearing a news story on the radio. 
 
5/3/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000202) 
Learn the stories behind “Speed” Herrig’s many endeavors, and discover the history of the 
largest employer in Denver, Iowa. 
 
5/10/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000203) 
Discover how a trip to rediscover family roots turned one Californian into an Iowa, and follow 
one man’s journey from athlete to entrepreneur. 
 
5/17/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000204) 
Discover how a health diagnosis led an East Coast art professor to becoming an entrepreneur, 
and follow one man’s journey from farming to building an international business. 
 
5/24/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000205) 
A summer job as a guide in the Alaskan wilderness led one college student to pursue his 
dreams, and time in the classroom teaching helped one woman find her true calling as an 
entrepreneur. 
 
5/31/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000206) 
Learn the history behind how a side job grew into one of the largest employers in Manning, 
Iowa, and follow the road from solving a problem in the medical industry to actually getting the 
product to the hospitals that needed it. 
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6/7/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000207) 
Meet a farmer who runs a global IT consulting company from the middle of a corn field and a 
couple whose business serves the music industry. 
 
6/14/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000208) 
From movie sets to speedways, learn about the Iowa company that has been there to make 
sure the lights turn on, and meet two brothers who credit their father with cultivating their own 
interest in becoming entrepreneurs. 
 
6/21/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000209) 
Follow an agricultural conservation company’s journey from relying on government grants to 
growing in the private sector, and discover the storied history of the Coca-Cola capital of Iowa. 
 
6/28/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000210) 
A family history of business ownership is helping one woman distribute her product in markets 
across Iowa and beyond, and a mission trip to Haiti inspired one family to help other people 
reach their mission work goals. 
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IOWA INGREDIENT 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
 
4/4/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000804 - PEAS) 
One of the first crops to go into the ground in spring is peas. They are a welcome fresh 

ingredient after a long winter. Garden peas and snow peas each have their distinctive 

qualities but at Rhizosphere farm in western Iowa, sugar snap peas are the go-to crop for 

fresh spring flavor. Chef Julie Schoenherr from Sioux City kicks that flavor up a notch in 

our studio kitchen with clever recipes like pea pesto.  

And, we’ll explore a resourceful initiative called Table to Table in the Iowa City area. 

The effort hooks up extra food with those in need. 
 
4/11/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000805 – GINGER) 
With a little ingenuity, almost anything can be grown here in Iowa, even a tropical plant 

like ginger. As one of the world’s most well known spices, ginger has been around for 

thousands of years. Koenig’s Acres Farm in Hampton, Iowa shows us how to cultivate 

our own crop of fresh ginger.  

Then Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City creates a savory and 

sweet recipe option for fresh ginger.  

And flowers aren’t just a fantastic part of your garden, some of them can also be a tasty 

element in your kitchen. Aaron Steil from Reiman Gardens in Ames gives us some edible 

flower tips. 
 
4/18/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000806 – FETA CHEESE) 
Feta cheese is an important part of Greek culture, but there’s a delicious variety crafted 

right here in Iowa. Doe’s and Diva’s Dairy located in the scenie Loess Hills uses sheep’s 

milk to hand make their feta cheese. We’ll check out their farmstead. And Master Chef 

David Baruthio from Des Moines brings his flair for worldly flavors to our studio kitchen 

to cook with this creamy ingredient.  

Plus, school’s in session at The Cheese Shop in Des Moines where we learn about 

different styles of cheese. 
 
4/25/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000807 – KOHLRABI) 
Packed with nutrients, and proud of its unusual appearance, kohlrabi is a cool weather 

veggie thriving in Iowa. Garden Oasis Farm in the northeastern part of our state grows 

and harvests kohlrabi for their community.  

Chef Katie Porter from The Wallace Centers of Iowa makes creative recipes like stuffed 

kohlrabi with this memorable ingredient. And Cindy Haynes from Iowa State University 

Extension and Outreach showcases vertical gardening, a unique way to grow fruits, 

vegetables,flowers, and other plants. 
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5/2/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000808 - CAULIFLOWER) 
Perceived as a low carb alternative to rice or other grains, cauliflower’s popularity has 

skyrocketed in the last decade. Carmen Black, at Sundog Farm in Solon, Iowa grows 

several varieties of this hearty vegetable and shows them off for us.  

Master Chef David Baruthio visits the studio kitchen to create a modern-day cauliflower 

risotto, and a delicious old home dish, cauliflower au gratin.  

Then a central Iowa program, Global Greens, reconnects former refugee farmers with the 

land so they can grow the foods they love. 
 
5/9/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000809 - TOFU) 
Tofu is made from soybeans and is full of protein and nutrients. With an abundance of 

soybeans in our state, Old Capital Food Company in Iowa City feels it is the ideal 

location to produce fresh tofu.  

Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City is an expert in preparing 

innovative recipes using tofu, and cooks up some inspiring dishes in the studio kitchen.  

And have you ever thought about becoming a chef? The Iowa Culinary Institute is full of 

hopeful students learning the culinary trade. 
 
5/16/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000810 - CHERRIES) 
Tart cherries have a short picking season here in Iowa. At Allen’s Orchard in Marion, 

Iowa, the orchards are packed as folks harvest cherries before the picking window closes.  

Chef Terrie Kohl from Country Club Market in central Iowa uses both fresh and dried 

cherries to cook up flavorful dishes in our studio kitchen, including a cherry amaretto 

French cake.  

Plus, food blogs like Iowa Girl Eats inform and inspire us. Find out what drives the 

content and conversation of food bloggers. 
 
5/23/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000811 – BLACK BEANS) 
Used in many different kinds of recipes around the world, black beans have a velvety 

texture and loads of nutrition. They’re grown, harvested, dried, and marketed at Grimm 

family farm along the English River in Eastern Iowa.  

Chef Brandy Lueders wows us in the studio kitchen with a rich, fudgy black bean 

brownie recipe.  

And the Mount Vernon Chocolate Stroll is a dynamic way to enjoy small town life while 

satisfying your chocolate cravings. 
 
5/30/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000804 - PEAS) 
One of the first crops to go into the ground in spring is peas. They are a welcome fresh 

ingredient after a long winter. Garden peas and snow peas each have their distinctive 

qualities but at Rhizosphere farm in western Iowa, sugar snap peas are the go-to crop for 

fresh spring flavor. Chef Julie Schoenherr from Sioux City kicks that flavor up a notch in 

our studio kitchen with clever recipes like pea pesto.  

And, we’ll explore a resourceful initiative called Table to Table in the Iowa City area. 

The effort hooks up extra food with those in need. 
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6/6/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000805 – GINGER) 
With a little ingenuity, almost anything can be grown here in Iowa, even a tropical plant 

like ginger. As one of the world’s most well known spices, ginger has been around for 

thousands of years. Koenig’s Acres Farm in Hampton, Iowa shows us how to cultivate 

our own crop of fresh ginger.  

Then Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City creates a savory and 

sweet recipe option for fresh ginger.  

And flowers aren’t just a fantastic part of your garden, some of them can also be a tasty 

element in your kitchen. Aaron Steil from Reiman Gardens in Ames gives us some edible 

flower tips. 
 
6/13/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000806 – FETA CHEESE) 
Feta cheese is an important part of Greek culture, but there’s a delicious variety crafted 

right here in Iowa. Doe’s and Diva’s Dairy located in the scenie Loess Hills uses sheep’s 

milk to hand make their feta cheese. We’ll check out their farmstead. And Master Chef 

David Baruthio from Des Moines brings his flair for worldly flavors to our studio kitchen 

to cook with this creamy ingredient.  

Plus, school’s in session at The Cheese Shop in Des Moines where we learn about 

different styles of cheese. 
 
6/20/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000807 – KOHLRABI) 
Packed with nutrients, and proud of its unusual appearance, kohlrabi is a cool weather 

veggie thriving in Iowa. Garden Oasis Farm in the northeastern part of our state grows 

and harvests kohlrabi for their community.  

Chef Katie Porter from The Wallace Centers of Iowa makes creative recipes like stuffed 

kohlrabi with this memorable ingredient. And Cindy Haynes from Iowa State University 

Extension and Outreach showcases vertical gardening, a unique way to grow fruits, 

vegetables,flowers, and other plants. 
 
6/27/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000808 - CAULIFLOWER) 
Perceived as a low carb alternative to rice or other grains, cauliflower’s popularity has 

skyrocketed in the last decade. Carmen Black, at Sundog Farm in Solon, Iowa grows 

several varieties of this hearty vegetable and shows them off for us.  

Master Chef David Baruthio visits the studio kitchen to create a modern-day cauliflower 

risotto, and a delicious old home dish, cauliflower au gratin.  

Then a central Iowa program, Global Greens, reconnects former refugee farmers with the 

land so they can grow the foods they love. 
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IOWA OUTDOORS 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
4/3/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000801) 
Skim the lakes near Waterloo with the legendary Waterhawks ski team, fly above Lake Okoboji 
alongside a drone photographer and experience innovative efforts to bring trout from the 
stream to the classroom. 
 
4/10/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000302) 
From the lens of one wildlife photographer to the handlebar view from our state's biking 
enthusiasts, we explore springtime in Iowa. 
 
4/17/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000601) 
Whether biking, gliding, blading or zip-lining, Iowa can be an extreme place for outdoor 
adventure. See Iowans enjoy our newest mountain biking trails, traverse the Iowa skies with a 
parachute and large fan strapped to your back, feel the adrenaline rush of Iowa’s skate parks 
and hold on for dear life while racing through an eastern Iowa zip line course. 
 
5/15/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000701) 
Climb wind turbines in Greene County, paddle the marshes of northeast Iowa and explore the 
digital mapping of Iowa’s rapidly expanding outdoors trail system. 
 
5/22/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000702) 
Jump aboard ATVs in Fort Dodge, explore Iowa’s abandoned mines and venture near the 
outdoor environments of Council Bluffs with photographer Buck Christensen. 
 
5/29/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000703) 
Paddle through Iowa’s newest whitewater parks, learn from natural science experts at the 
Whiterock Conservancy Bioblitz and spend time with award-winning western Iowa painter, 
Andy Peters. 
 
6/5/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000705) 
Join disc golf competitors during an annual Central Iowa tournament, eat the best plants our 
state has to offer and explore urban outdoor photography in our capital city. 
 
6/12/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000706) 
Get outside and enjoy Iowa’s public resources during a new event mixing craft beer and fishing, 
follow the aquatic comeback of the lake that honors an Iowa conservation icon and join 
photographers on a summertime prairie adventure. 
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IOWA PRESS 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
IP #4630 – 4/5/19 – Sen. Jack Whiver (R-Ankeny), IA Senate Majority Leader 

On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Jack Whitver (R-Ankeny), the Iowa Senate Majority 

Leader, will discuss the ongoing 2019 legislative session.  

Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa 

Press table will be James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, and Katarina Sostaric, 

state government reporter for Iowa Public Radio. 
 
IP #4631 – 4/12/19 – Medical Marijuana in Iowa 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Charles Schneider (R-West Des Moines), and Rep. John Forbes 
(D-Urbandale), will discuss potential changes to Iowa's medical marijuana law. 
Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press 
table will be James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines 
bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4632 – 4/19/19  - Reporters’ Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of political reporters for a roundtable discussion on 
the latest political developments in Iowa at both the statewide and presidential level, as well as 
the ongoing Iowa legislative session. Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table 
will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, Brianne Pfannenstiel, chief political 
reporter for The Des Moines Register, Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee 
Enterprises, and Barbara Rodriguez, statehouse political reporter The Des Moines Register. 
 
IP #4633 – 4/26/19  - Iowa Attorney General Tom Miller 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Iowa Attorney General Tom Miller will discuss action by the 
legislature to restrict his power as attorney general. 
Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press 
table will be Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, and David Pitt, reporter 
for The Associated Press. 
 
IP #4634 – 5/3/19 – Iowa Mayors 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Mayor Matt Walsh of Council Bluffs, Mayor Brett Barker of Nevada 
and Mayor Terry Donahue of North Liberty will discuss how the recent Iowa legislative session 
impacts their communities. 
Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press 
table will be James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, and Caroline Cummings, political 
reporter for Sinclair Broadcast Group. 
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IP #4635 – 5/10/19 - Craig Robinson and Pat Rynard 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Craig Robinson, founder and editor of TheIowaRepublican.com, and 
Pat Rynard, founder and editor of IowaStartingLine.com, will discuss the Iowa Caucuses, other 
2020 races and state politics. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4636 – 5/17/19  - Political Reporter’s Roundtable 
On the next Iowa Press, we gather political reporters for a roundtable discussion about the Iowa 
Caucuses and state politics. 
Reporters will be Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, and Clay Masters, 
political reporter and Morning Edition host at Iowa Public Radio. Kay Henderson will be host-
moderator. 
 
IP #4637 – 5/24/19 – Iowa Agriculture Secretary Mike Naig 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Iowa Department of Agriculture Secretary Mike Naig (R-Des Moines) 
will discuss trade and tariffs, flood damage and recovery, and other agriculture-related issues. 
Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press 
table will be James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines 
bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4638 – 5/31/19 – Economists Ernie Goss & Chad Hart 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Ernie Goss, professor of economics at Creighton University, and 
Chad Hart, associate professor of economics at Iowa State University, will discuss factors 
impacting the Iowa economy, including the ongoing trade war and severe flooding. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Katarina Sostaric, state government reporter for Iowa Public Radio. 
 
IP #4639 – 6/7/19 – John Hickenlooper (D) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, former Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper will discuss his 2020 
Democratic presidential race and his vision for the country. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4640 – 6/14/19 - J. Ann Selzer 
On this week’s Iowa Press, pollster J. Ann Selzer will discuss her latest Iowa Poll on the 2020 
presidential race for The Des Moines Register. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and James Lynch, political writer for The Gazette. 
 
IP #4641 – 6/21/19 - Former Attorney General Eric Holder 
On this week’s Iowa Press, former Attorney General Eric Holder will discuss efforts to reform 
congressional redistricting across America and his thoughts on the current state of politics and 
legal issues in Washington D.C. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Erin Murphy, Des Moines 
bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, and Katarina Sostaric, political reporter for Iowa Public Radio. 
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IP #4642 – 6/28/19 – Reporter’s Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of political reporters for a roundtable discussion on 
the 2020 campaigns and local political news. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, Brianne Pfannenstiel, chief 
political reporter for The Des Moines Register, and Dave Price, political director for WHO-TV. 
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IPTV KIDS CLUBHOUSE 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
4/5/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #206 – Human Body 
Dan Wardell injures his funny bone and DanBot tries to figure out how to bring Dan’s sense of 
humor back. Puppet friends like Fancy Frog, Bunny Boo Bunches, and Blathertrap join in the 
mission to bring laughter back to the Clubhouse. Abby Brown goes skiing with some kids who 
have awesome skis built to accommodate their bodies. And Doctor Notable performs a song 
about an important part of everyone’s day, Jammie Time. 
 
4/12/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #308 – Weather 
A tornado touches down near the Clubhouse. No worries, Dan Wardell, DanBot, and the rest of 
the Clubhouse family are safe from the storm. As they pick up the pieces, they realize an 
important lesson: people are more important than possessions. Abby Brown enjoys a winter 
wonderland as she teaches us about the freezing point and how to identify it on a 
thermometer. And Doctor Notable sings about the heroes of a snow storm: the snow plow 
drivers. 
 
4/19/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #203 – Earth 
An alien has landed outside the Clubhouse! And now Dan Wardell and DanBot need to convince 
her that the Earth is a beautiful, valuable place. Abby Brown joins some curious kids in an 
outdoor exploration of our planet. And Doctor Notable sings about Pluto, everyone’s favorite 
former planet. 
 
4/26/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #104 – Nature 
Nature is all around us. Explore it with the Clubhouse gang as they play in nature, do nature 
crafts and see nature up close. Kids and Clubhouse puppets join forces to show the imaginative 
and incredible force of nature. 
 
5/3/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #105 – Pets 
A pet is an animal friend that counts on a human to take care of it. Have fun with host Dan 
Wardell and his friends Abby Brown, puppets Danbot, Caveman, and other pals as they learn all 
about pets. From dogs to kittens to pigs, this episode of the IPTV Kids Clubhouse will open kids' 
eyes to the world of pets! 
 
5/10/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #106 – Transportation 
Getting from one place to another and learning along the way is the purpose of this episode. 
Transportation can be exciting, amazing and innovative. Join Dan Wardell, his Clubhouse puppet 
friends and co-host Abby Brown as they explore the great big world of transportation! 
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5/17/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #302 – Plants 
It’s a full day of sunshine with DanBot, Dan Wardell, Abby Brown, and all of their friends as they 
discover the wonder of plants. DanBot grows a plant so tall that it starts to take over the 
Clubhouse. Some artistic kids create pipe cleaner flowers, a naturalist teaches Abby and her 
friends about identifying plants and Doctor Notable sings “In This Garden,” a song about 
relationships. 
 
5/24/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #208-Outside Fun 
DanBot is bored! Dan Wardell reminds his robot buddy of all the fun to be had outside. Kids 
have a world of adventures waiting for them. There’s canoeing, frisbee golf, and lots more! 
Tune in to see fun outdoors clips from previous Clubhouse episodes, then go outside and play 
for yourself! 
 
5/31/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #301 – Tools 
Grab your toolbox and safety goggles to learn about various tools and their many uses! Dan 
needs just the right tool to help his robot friend DanBot get a new battery pack. Abby Brown 
joins some kids on the playground to learn about simple machines. And Doctor Notable sings 
about handyman “Doug Dudley.” 
 
6/7/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #405 – Insects 
A whole new world is opened up when Dan Wardell shrinks down to the size of an insect. 
Library kids read books about the topic and then make insects of their own. Abby Brown gets up 
and moving with some kids in a monarch tagging activity. And Doctor Notable sings about an 
extraordinary mosquito! 
 
6/14/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #406 – Paper 
Paper comes from trees. It can also come from recycling used paper. On this episode of the 
KIDS Clubhouse, co-hosts Dan Wardell and Abby Brown, along with DanBot and their other 
puppet friends, unfold the world of paper. Kids make their own newspapers and tell Dan all 
about it. Abby and some kids plant trees. And Mr. Fuzzy Wuzz competes in the game show 
Phones, Phones, Phones! 
 
6/21/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #407 – Maps & Navigation 
Maps help us understand what’s happening in the space around us. On this episode of the KIDS 
Clubhouse, Abby Brown gets up and moving with some kids for a fun geocaching activity. Kids 
create maps to find a secret treasure in their library. Dan Wardell and DanBot go on a pirate 
adventure. And Granny Wilma volunteers to help out with some scientific research. Join in the 
adventures with the KIDS Clubhouse gang! 
 
6/28/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - - #408 – Citizenship 
Citizenship means being an active member of your community and your country. On this 
episode of the KIDS Clubhouse, DanBot wants to become President of the Universe. Some 
library kids make their own flag designs. And Abby Brown joins some kids in being good citizens 
by actively helping out at school. Plus, Doctor Notable sings a song about Calico Kitty City. 
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MARKET TO MARKET 
4/1/19 – 6/30/19 

 
 
MTM #4433 – 4/5/19 at 8 p.m. 
Midwest governors seek flood plans in the Plains. 

The Administration juggles multiple trade deals.  

From weighing shed to analyst chair - remembering Walt Hackney. 

And market analysis with Tomm Pfitzenmaier. 

 
MTM #4434 - 4/12/19 at 8 p.m. 
ANOTHER bomb cyclone pounds the Upper Plains. 
African swine fever cuts into a national gathering.  
Sidestepping stereotypes for a shot at a career in agriculture.  
And market analysis with John Roach. 
 
MTM #4435 - 4/19/19 at 8 p.m. 
What is ‘water’ passes a milestone for the administration. 

Taking to the air for a view and to enhance America’s bounty. 

And market analysis with Naomi Blohm. 
 
MTM #4436 - 4/26/19 at 8 p.m. 
Assessing historic flood damage and what to do next. 

The balancing act of economy and ecology in the fishing industry. 

And market analysis with Shawn Hackett. 

 
MTM #4437 – 5/3/19 at 8 p.m. 
The trade fight continues on multiple fronts.  
A heartland water battle brews between urban and rural customers.  
And market analysis with Darin Newsom. 
 
MTM #4438 – 5/10/19 at 10 p.m. 
Trade superpowers turn up the heat.  
The grocery list: A gallon of milk, a loaf of bread and an economics lesson  
And market analysis with Ted Seifried. 
 
MTM #4439 – 5/17/19 at 8 p.m. 
More rain drags down planting progress. 
Counterpunches in trade talks prompt calls for action.   
Passing the torch to keep rural America in business. 
 And market analysis with Darin Newsom. 
 
MTM #4440 – 5/24/19 at 8 p.m. 
Farmers get more aid as the trade war drags on...  
Tornadoes rip across the Midwest as the water creeps higher... 
The nation's attic lets the “year of the tractor” roll on.   
And market analysis with Sue Martin. 
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MTM #4441 – 5/31/19 at 8 p.m. 
The president threatens to slap tariffs on a major trading partner.  
High water and tornadoes sweep across the country.  
USDA boosts CRP acres and offers incentives to quit the program. 
And market analysis with Dan Hueber. 
 
MTM #4442 – 6/7/19 at 8 p.m. 
The clock is ticking as another trade war looms. 
Planters roll as waters rise across the country. 
Cyclists seek common ground with cattle ranchers on public land. 
And market analysis with Elaine Kub. 
 
MTM #4443 – 6/14/19 at 8 p.m. 
The president takes a victory lap on E15. 
One Midwestern state looks to keep their communities on the map. 
And market analysis with Mark Gold. 
 
MTM #4444 – 6/21/19 at 8 p.m. 
Commodity groups press for a trade deal. 
One rural county cuts commuting time and reinforces the local economy.   
And market analysis with Naomi Blohm. 
 
MTM #4445 – 6/28/19 at 8 p.m. 
Taking the next steps to get a trade deal done. 
Damage estimates roll in as flood waters roll on. 
Hay exporters work to recover from a dockside dispute.   
And market analysis with Ted Seifried. 
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IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION 

QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 

Report Covering 4/1/19 – 6/30/19 
 

 

 
 

Abortion 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003708 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Abortion Divide 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/23/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Inside the fight over abortion through the stories of women struggling with 
unplanned pregnancies. Drawing on a landmark FRONTLINE film from the 1980s, a 
look at both sides of the abortion divide in a community still embroiled in 
the conflict. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012538 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/29/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Missouri is part of a recent wave of state laws that would ban abortion almost 
entirely, sometimes without exceptions for rape and incest. The state is also 
making news on abortion for trying to deny its one remaining abortion 
provider, a Planned Parenthood clinic in St. Louis, its license on grounds of 
alleged violations. William Brangham talks to Planned Parenthood’s president, 
Dr. Leana Wen. 
The national abortion debate is raging with renewed fervor, as a series of 
states pass restrictive laws banning almost all instances of the procedure. 
Among those states is Missouri, where officials are also trying to shutter its 
only remaining abortion provider, a Planned Parenthood clinic in St. Louis. 
William Brangham talks to Mallory Quigley of the anti-abortion group Susan B. 
Anthony List. 
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Aging 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012501 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/8/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

By 2030, 20 percent of Americans will be senior citizens. Many will eventually 
enter long-term care, a move that presents tough choices and challenges for 
seniors and their families -- including risks of depression and suicide. In 
partnership with Kaiser Health News, special correspondent Cat Wise reports on 
how families and facilities are struggling to understand and manage these 
risks. 
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Agriculture 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012533 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/22/19 5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

American farmers have been among the hardest hit by the U.S. trade war with 
China. With no deal between the world’s two largest economies in sight, the 
Trump administration unveiled a second emergency aid plan Thursday to help 
offset agricultural losses. William Brangham talks to Iowa Public Television's 
Delaney Howell about farmers' support for President Trump and what they want 
more than aid. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AMEX  002809 

Series Title:    Rachel Carson: American Experience 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/28/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet the scientist whose groundbreaking writings revolutionized our 
relationship to the natural world. Mary-Louise Parker is the voice of Rachel 
Carson in this moving and intimate portrait. 
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Alcohol, Drug Abuse 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012512 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/23/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Amid the ongoing opioid epidemic, drug manufacturers, doctors and pharmacists 
have all come under fire. But it's a drug distributor, a company called RDC, 
at the center of a new federal criminal case that equates its business 
operations with illegal drug trafficking. William Brangham talks to The 
Washington Post’s Lenny Bernstein about whether the new charges could change 
the opioid business. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         SEDE  001705 

Series Title:    Secrets of the Dead 

Episode Title: World War Speed 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/25/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Stories about drug use by Hitler and German forces during World War II have 
been widely told. What’s less well known is the Allied commanders’ embraced 
pharmacological “force enhancers” as well.  By 1941, rumors about Nazi 
soldiers using a “super-drug” identified as the methamphetamine Pervitin were 
confirmed, and Allied commanders launched their own classified program to find 
the perfect war-fighting drug. 
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American History/Biography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         CEPA  000000 

Series Title:    Central Park Five; The 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/2/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

This new film from award-winning filmmaker Ken Burns tells the story of the 
five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem who were wrongly convicted of 
raping a white woman in New York City’s Central Park in 1989. The film 
chronicles the Central Park jogger case, for the first time from the 
perspective of the five young men whose lives were upended by this miscarriage 
of justice. 

    

NOLA Code:         REAC  000101 

Series Title:    Reconstruction: America After the Civil War 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Experience the aftermath of the Civil War -- a bewildering, exhilarating and 
terrifying time. For African Americans, despite their hard-won freedom, 
support for their social, economic and political gains did not last. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  002309 

Series Title:    Stonewall Uprising: American Experience 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

"Stonewall Uprising" explores the dramatic event that launched a worldwide 
rights movement. Told by those who took part, from drag queens and street 
hustlers to police detectives, journalists and a former mayor of New York, and 
featuring a rich trove of archival footage, this film revisits a time when 
homosexual acts were illegal throughout America, and homosexuality itself was 
seen as a form of mental illness. Hunted and often entrapped by undercover 
police in their hometowns, gays from around the U.S. began fleeing to New York 
in search of a sanctuary. Hounded there still by an aggressive police force, 
they found refuge in a Mafia-run gay bar in Greenwich Village, the Stonewall 
Inn. When police raided Stonewall on June 28, 1969, gay men and women did 
something they had not done before: they fought back. As the streets of New 
York erupted into violent protests and street demonstrations, the collective 
anger announced that the gay rights movement had arrived. 
 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004122 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title: First Man on the Moon 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/26/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

When Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon, he won instant fame. Yet this 
accomplished engineer and test pilot was so determined to stay out of the 
limelight that few know the personal story of how his rare combination of 
talent, luck and experience led to his successful command of Apollo 11.  NOVA 
presents an intimate portrait of an unassuming American hero through 
interviews with Armstrong's family and friends. 
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Arts 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IMT  002019 

Series Title:    Iowa High School Musical Theater Awards Showcase 2019 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/28/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Iowa High School Musical Theater Awards program is a year-long signature Des Moines Performing 

Arts community initiative. Throughout the year, theater professionals travel across the state reviewing high 

school musical productions. The program culminates with the IHSMTA Showcase held at the Des Moines 

Civic Center. Outstanding musicals and performers are invited to share highlights from their productions 

and create interschool medleys under the direction of Broadway professionals. 

 
 

NOLA Code:         SSMI  000000 

Series Title:    Spectrum: A Story of the Mind 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBSPLUS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  4:30 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  

Imagine a world where words taste and thoughts feel, where sounds swell with 
color and leaves on trees change tones visible to the naked eye, where eye 
contact with another can cause physical pain. This world, both beautiful and 
overwhelming, exists for those in the film "Spectrum: A Story of the Mind." 
The first documentary to explore autism as sensory-based experiences, 
presenting the positive advantages and difficulties of perceiving the world 
differently. Featuring Dr. Temple Grandin, the film highlights the need for 
research on sensory issues. The story is told through a series of character-
driven portraits from a diverse group of people on the autism spectrum. While 
poet and author Tito Mukhopadhyay is nonverbal, he articulates his experiences 
through his writing. Artist Judy Endow uses painting to express her shifting 
and often chaotic visual perception. Aikido artist Nick Walker finds an 
unexpected beauty in the art of fluid movement and discovers the advantage of 
his perception through martial arts. "Spectrum" challenges current views of 
autism as a social disorder and inspires the viewer to empathize with autistic 
perceptions. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012535 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/24/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Over the past three years, the Hood Museum of Art at Dartmouth College has 
undergone a major renovation -- and not just to the building itself. Director 
John Stomberg and Deputy Director Juliette Bianco reimagined everything about 
the museum, including the artworks it contains and the way it interprets them. 
Special correspondent Jared Bowen reports on Hood’s freedom to experiment with 
art. 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012548 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/12/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

New York artist Miguel Colon suffered for years before finally receiving a 
diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder, bipolar type, during a hospitalization. 
In the psychiatric ward, he did a lot of drawing, working on a graphic novel 
and realizing the “life-affirming” nature of creativity and how it brought 
other people to him. Colon offers his brief but spectacular take on learning 
to see himself. 
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Business/Industry 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012498 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A preliminary investigation on the crash of Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 
concluded a controversial software system did contribute to the downing of the 
Boeing plane, and the pilots followed manufacturer guidelines to no avail. 
Boeing said it will release a software update to fix the problem, but how did 
the FAA approve the plane in the first place? William Brangham talks to Miles 
O’Brien. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         BOBE  000000 

Series Title:    Boss: The Black Experience in Business 

Episode Title:        

Distributor: PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/23/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The history of business and entrepreneurship lies at the heart of the American 
story, but often absent are the names and experiences of African Americans 
who, from the country's earliest days, have embodied the qualities of 
innovation, risk-taking and determination to forge a path toward a better life 
- which is at the heart of the American entrepreneurial spirit. BOSS: THE 
BLACK EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS, by Peabody and Emmy Award-winning filmmaker 
Stanley Nelson, seeks to illuminate, educate, and inform, by examining more 
than 150 years of African American men and women - from those bound by 
bondage, to moguls at the top of multi-million dollar empires. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003801 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Trump's Trade War 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/7/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The inside story of President Trump's gamble to confront China over trade. 
Reporting from the US and China, NPR and FRONTLINE investigate what led the 
world's two largest economies to the brink, and the billions at stake. 

 
 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004024 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Asteroids: Doomsday or Payday? 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/12/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The asteroid that exploded in the skies over Siberia injuring more than 1,000 
and damaging buildings in six cities was a shocking reminder that Earth is a 
target in a cosmic shooting range. From the width of a football field to the 
size of a small city, these space rocks have the potential to be killers. In a 
collision with Earth, they could set off deadly blast waves, raging fires and 
colossal tidal waves. But some audacious entrepreneurs look at asteroids and 
see payday, not doomsday. Some asteroids are loaded with billions of dollars’ 
worth of elements like iron, nickel and even platinum. While NASA plans an 
ambitious mission to return samples from a potentially hazardous asteroid, 
would-be asteroid miners are dreaming up their own program to scout for 
potentially profitable asteroids. Will asteroids turn out to be our economic 
salvation—or instruments of extinction? 
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Community Politics, Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012497 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Democrat Lori Lightfoot was elected mayor of Chicago Tuesday, in a landslide 
victory that represented several historic milestones. Lightfoot, who is openly 
gay, will be the first black woman to lead the city. A relative outsider to 
Chicago’s political scene, she interprets her triumph as a "mandate for 
change" from its people. Lisa Desjardins talks to the mayor-elect about what 
comes next. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         INLE  002015 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       Charm City 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/22/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet a group of Baltimore citizens, police and government officials as they 
cope with the consequences of three years of unparalleled violence. With grit, 
fury and compassion, they're trying to reclaim their city's future. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012518 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Baltimore has acquired a reputation for corruption, illustrated recently by 
Mayor Catherine Pugh, who resigned over allegations she had inappropriately 
taken payment in exchange for political favors. But the more ominous threats 
confronting the city, such as rampant crime and poverty, persist. Amna Nawaz 
talks to ProPublica’s Alec MacGillis about what could be a “fresh start” for 
Baltimore. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012555 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/21/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In Oregon, 11 important people are missing: Republican state lawmakers, who 
are nowhere to be found amid a partisan standoff now in its fifth day. The 
legislators walked out to stop the state Senate from acting on a contentious 
climate bill that would put in place a so-called cap-and-trade system to limit 
carbon emissions. As William Brangham reports, there’s no end to the conflict 
in sight. 
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 

 

NOLA Code:         CEPA  000000 

Series Title:    Central Park Five; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/2/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

This new film from award-winning filmmaker Ken Burns tells the story of the 
five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem who were wrongly convicted of 
raping a white woman in New York City’s Central Park in 1989. The film 
chronicles the Central Park jogger case, for the first time from the 
perspective of the five young men whose lives were upended by this miscarriage 
of justice. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012502 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Wednesday, Attorney General William Barr revealed during 
congressional testimony that he believes U.S. intelligence agencies spied on 
President Trump’s 2016 campaign. He also said he’s reviewing how the 
counterintelligence investigation into Russian collusion began. Meanwhile, the 
president again insisted that he can’t release his tax returns, saying he is 
under audit by the IRS. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012503 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/10/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The arrest of Julian Assange renewed attention on the long-running U.S. 
attempt to prosecute the controversial WikiLeaks founder. Amna Nawaz talks to 
Jesselyn Radack of the whistleblower and source protection group ExposeFacts, 
former federal prosecutor Amy Jeffress and Jamil Jaffer, former senior counsel 
for the House Intelligence Committee, about the specific computer fraud charge 
Assange faces. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003711 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Last Survivors 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/30/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A landmark documentary about some of the last survivors of the Holocaust. Only 
children at the time, these now elderly survivors reflect on how the trauma of 
the Holocaust has affected the rest of their lives. 
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Culture 
 

 

NOLA Code:         TGKS  101-103 

Series Title:    The Greeks 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/4/19  7-10 p.m. 

Length:          150 

Segment:     

Format:  

Explore Greek history with archaeologists and historians, actors and athletes, scientists and artists who are 

launching groundbreaking new explorations of the Greeks' journey across time. The Greek story is our 

story. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012505 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/12/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It has been nearly 20 years since the first mass school shooting in the U.S. -
- the shocking tragedy at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, on 
April 20, 1999. As a “credible” threat closed Columbine and hundreds of other 
Denver schools Wednesday, John Ferrugia of Rocky Mountain PBS shares part of 
an upcoming documentary featuring survivors of the massacre in their own 
words. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012519 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Gloria and Emilio Estefan have cultivated a successful joint music career 
spanning decades, though most closely associated with smash hits of the 1980s. 
The latest accolade added to their collection is the Gershwin Prize of Popular 
Song, awarded by the Library of Congress. Amna Nawaz talks to the talented 
couple about how they maintain their relationship and the blessings we take 
for granted. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012544 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/6/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Summer used to be a season of reruns, but the rise of the streaming era means 
there's plenty of new fare coming to the small screen. The season will also 
welcome back popular series like "The Handmaid's Tale," "Pose," "Big Little 
Lies" and "Stranger Things." Eric Deggens of NPR joins Jeffrey Brown to offer 
a viewer's guide. 
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Disabled 
 

 

NOLA Code:         GENA  000000 

Series Title:    Generation A: Portraits of Autism and the Arts 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/7/19  3:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

GENERATION A: Portraits of Autism & the Arts" takes a close look at creative therapies and art programs 

which young people on the autism spectrum are utilizing to reach their highest potential. The film provides 

a platform for youths with autism to speak frankly about their challenges and their dreams; and to showcase 

their talents which include dancing, singing, painting and animated filmmaking. Interwoven are interviews 

with experts in the field, some of whom are also on the spectrum such as autism role models, Dr. Temple 

Grandin and Dr. Stephen Shore, who offer their frank and moving insight. Winner, The Raising Autism 

Awareness Award - Golden Door Intl. Film Festival. 

 

NOLA Code:         SSMI  000000 

Series Title:    Spectrum: A Story of the Mind 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBSPLUS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/7/19  4:30 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  

Explore the beautiful sensory world of autism with Dr. Temple Grandin.This is an in-depth examination of 

the complex autistic mind, told through the lens of individuals across the spectrum. 
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NOLA Code:         AETM  000000 

Series Title:    Autism: Emerging from the Maze 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/7/19  5 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  

The numbers are staggering: 1 out of every 88 children in America has autism. Examine the research and 

advancements in treatment at the UC Davis MIND Institute making international news and how a clinic at 

Sutter Heath is helping autistic adults, Inspiring stories and behavior therapy programs help children and 

families from the maze of this puzzling disorder. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012516 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/29/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Fewer than 40 percent of fourth and eighth grade students nationwide are 
proficient readers. Now, led by parents of children with dyslexia, a learning 
disability that makes reading and spelling difficult, some states are trying 
to change how reading is taught. Special correspondent Lisa Stark reports from 
Arkansas, where a group of determined advocates have upended traditional 
reading instruction. 
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Economy 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012499 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The U.S. economy has created jobs for over 100 consecutive months, and 
unemployment is near a 50-year low. Still, President Donald Trump is vocal 
about his belief that the Federal Reserve is holding the economy back from 
stronger growth. William Brangham talks to David Wessel the Brookings 
Institution about March jobs numbers, indications economic growth is slowing 
and Trump's view of the Fed. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012521 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/6/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Chinese and Trump administration officials are supposed to meet later this 
week to hammer out a trade agreement, but the challenge may be more difficult 
now that Trump has threatened to impose additional tariffs on Chinese goods. 
NPR’s Laura Sullivan talks to Yamiche Alcindor about how Trump’s more hawkish 
advisers are influencing his policy to depart from that of previous 
administrations. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003703 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Pension Gamble 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

See how state governments and Wall Street led America's public pensions into a 
$4 trillion hole. Correspondent Martin Smith investigates the consequences for 
teachers, police, firefighters and other public servants. Who will be held 
accountable? 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012552 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/18/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Federal Reserve says it's holding its benchmark interest rate steady, 
despite ongoing pressure from President Trump to reduce it. But Fed Chairman 
Jay Powell expressed openness to the idea of cutting rates if economic 
indicators warrant. He also recently said he intends to serve his full four-
year term, despite Trump's criticism of him. Judy Woodruff talks to The Wall 
Street Journal's Greg Ip. 
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Education 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012496 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Food pantries are appearing more frequently in a surprising type of location: 
colleges and universities. More than 700 educational institutions belong to a 
national nonprofit aiming to alleviate food insecurity among college students. 
From PBS station WTTW in Chicago, Brandis Friedman reports on how City 
Colleges and the Greater Chicago Food Depository are providing nutrition along 
with knowledge. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012510 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/19/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

New teacher strikes and walkouts are making headlines this year, but the 
issues they are raising are familiar. Educators are especially concerned about 
pay, school resources, growing responsibilities, testing policies and the role 
of charter schools. John Yang talks to two of the 2016 Teachers of the Year, 
Nate Bowling and Shawn Sheehan, about challenges and frustrations facing their 
profession. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012516 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/29/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Fewer than 40 percent of fourth and eighth grade students nationwide are 
proficient readers. Now, led by parents of children with dyslexia, a learning 
disability that makes reading and spelling difficult, some states are trying 
to change how reading is taught. Special correspondent Lisa Stark reports from 
Arkansas, where a group of determined advocates have upended traditional 
reading instruction. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012521 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/6/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A majority of American college graduates leave school with tens of thousands 
of dollars in student loans. The issue of paying for college is so concerning 
that several 2020 presidential candidates have proposed forgiving student debt 
or making public colleges free. But as Hari Sreenivasan reports, some states 
and cities aren't waiting, and are instead developing their own college 
funding plans. 
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Environment/Nature/Geography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         ILS  000000 

Series Title:    Iowa Land and Sky 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/5/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Through aerial drone cinematography, this program features breathtaking 

bird's-eye perspectives, as well as beautiful close-ups of Iowa's 

landforms. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012502 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The frozen continent of Antarctica contains the vast majority of all 
freshwater on Earth. Now the ice in Antarctica is melting at an accelerating 
rate, in part because of climate change. What does this transformation mean 
for coastal communities across the globe? William Brangham reports from 
Antarctica on the troubling trend of ice loss and how glaciers can serve as a 
climate record from the past. 
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NOLA Code:         ROKS  000000 

Series Title:    Rockies: Kingdoms of the Sky; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/30/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Experience the amazing wildlife and remarkable people who inhabit this 3,000-
mile mountain range, home to cougars, wolverines, wolves and grizzlies. 
Daredevil wingsuit fliers jump from high peaks and Native Americans compete in 
breakneck horse races. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012520 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A new UN report reveals the extent to which mankind is changing life on Earth. 
Written by an international panel of experts, it concludes that nearly a 
quarter of animal and plant groups are at risk of extinction, some within 
decades. William Brangham talks to one of the report’s authors, the National 
University of Mexico's Patricia Balvanera, about what’s driving the changes 
and how to stop them. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012542 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In parts of America’s Heartland, prolonged wet weather and historic flooding 
are disrupting spring planting for many farmers. Nearly three months after 
waters washed over parts of Iowa, Missouri and Nebraska, some fields remain 
submerged -- and President Trump’s trade war with China isn’t making 
conditions for struggling farmers any easier. Jack Williams from Nebraska’s 
NET Television reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NAAT  003506 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:       Nature's Miniature Miracles 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/12/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Great things come in small packages. This film tells the epic survival stories 
of the world's smallest animals, from a tiny sengi, the "cheetah" of the shrew 
world, to a small shark that walks on land. For these animals, size does not 
matter. 
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Family/Marriage 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AMDO  002909 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title: From This Day Forward 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/23/19  11:30pm 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet an American family coping with one of life’s most intimate 
transformations. Sharon Shattuck’s father came out as transgender, living as 
Trisha. Her mother stayed with him. Now Sharon wants to understand how the 
family survived intact. 
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Health/Health Care 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012498 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Few scenarios are harder to witness than the suffering of a seriously ill 
child. For kids with life-threatening diseases, survival often requires 
procedures that are painful and scary. But a Washington nonprofit is 
encouraging kids to be active in their own care by rewarding them for enduring 
their treatment. Paul Solman reports on Hope for Henry’s "Super Path to Super 
Duper Better" program. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012501 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/8/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Tuesday, New York City declared a public health emergency 
over a growing measles outbreak. City officials have confirmed 285 cases of 
the disease in Brooklyn and Queens since September, mostly among members of 
the Orthodox Jewish community. Also, President Trump insisted he does not plan 
to reinstate the policy of separating migrant children from parents at the 
U.S.-Mexico border. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012508 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/17/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Getting medical supplies to where they are needed fast can mean the difference 
between life and death outcomes, but moving them efficiently across long 
distances to remote and rural areas can be difficult for traditional 
transportation. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from Rwanda 
on how one innovative company is leveraging new technology to accelerate these 
critical deliveries. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012527 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/14/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Affordable health care is a persistent concern for Americans and a topic of 
great political debate. Typically, generic prescription drugs offer a cheaper 
alternative to name brands, but a new multi-state lawsuit alleges that their 
manufacturers have been artificially raising prices. John Yang talks to 
William Tong, attorney general of Connecticut, whose office has been leading 
the investigation. 
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Homosexuality 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WEMA  000106 

Series Title:    We'll Meet Again 

Episode Title:       Coming Out 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join Ann Curry as those whose lives were changed by the early days of the gay 
rights movement reunite. Tom wants to find the childhood friend who urged him 
to come out, while Paul seeks a fellow student who inspired him to stand up 
for his beliefs. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         AMEX  002309 

Series Title:    Stonewall Uprising: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

"Stonewall Uprising" explores the dramatic event that launched a worldwide 
rights movement. Told by those who took part, from drag queens and street 
hustlers to police detectives, journalists and a former mayor of New York, and 
featuring a rich trove of archival footage, this film revisits a time when 
homosexual acts were illegal throughout America, and homosexuality itself was 
seen as a form of mental illness. Hunted and often entrapped by undercover 
police in their hometowns, gays from around the U.S. began fleeing to New York 
in search of a sanctuary. Hounded there still by an aggressive police force, 
they found refuge in a Mafia-run gay bar in Greenwich Village, the Stonewall 
Inn. When police raided Stonewall on June 28, 1969, gay men and women did 
something they had not done before: they fought back. As the streets of New 
York erupted into violent protests and street demonstrations, the collective 
anger announced that the gay rights movement had arrived. 
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NOLA Code:         LAVS  000000 

Series Title:    Lavender Scare; The 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/18/19  8 pm 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Narrated by Glenn Close and featuring the voices of Cynthia Nixon, Zachary 
Quinto, T. R. Knight and David Hyde Pierce, THE LAVENDER SCARE tells the 
little-known story of an unrelenting campaign by the federal government to 
identify and fire employees suspected of being homosexual. Produced and 
directed by Josh Howard and based on the award-winning book by David K. 
Johnson. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012550 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/14/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The 1969 police raid at Stonewall Inn in New York City was a watershed moment 
in LGBTQ history. After years of police harassment and mistreatment, the bar’s 
patrons fought back. As part of the NewsHour’s coverage of the 50th 
anniversary, we share an animated StoryCorps conversation between two gay 
veterans about their 25 years of love. It's part of StoryCorps' “Stonewall 
Outloud” collection. 
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Housing, Shelter 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012503 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBs 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/10/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In March, FEMA ended its temporary housing program for people affected by 
Hurricane Irma, which slammed the Florida Keys in September 2017. But as 
rebuilding continues after one of the costliest storms in U.S. history, 
shelter for survivors and volunteers continues to be a major challenge in an 
area known for a critical shortage of affordable housing. Special 
correspondent Alicia Menendez reports. 
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Immigration/Refugees 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AFL  000000 

Series Title:    America First: The Legacy of an Immigration Raid 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       UNVSN 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/15/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It’s been a decade since Postville, a small town in Iowa, suffered the largest immigration raid at a worksite 

in U.S. history: 389 immigrants were arrested in the biggest kosher meatpacking plant in the country. As 

Donald Trump revives some aspects of George W. Bush’s immigration enforcement policies, the Postville 

experience sheds light on the impact, efficiency and repercussions of massive worksite raids. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012499 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

President Trump visited the U.S.-Mexico border in California Friday. While 
downplaying his previous threats to cut off cross-border traffic entirely and 
praising Mexico for “terrific” apprehension levels in recent days, the 
president also said during an appearance with border officials that “the 
system is full.” Amna Nawaz reports on Trump’s rhetoric and the prolonged 
delays at ports of entry. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003710 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Marcos Doesn't Live Here Anymore 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/15/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

A decorated Marine veteran fights to reunite her family after her undocumented 
husband is deported. With Independent Lens and Voces, filmmaker David 
Sutherland weaves a parallel love and immigration story set in a world often 
lived in the shadows. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012538 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/29/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

On the Bangladesh-Myanmar border, the world’s largest refugee camp houses a 
generation of lost Rohingya children. Because Bangladesh bans them from 
school, they face a hard choice: Break the law, or relinquish dreams of a 
better future. In response, some children have begun teaching each other. 
Special correspondent Tania Rashid reports on the lengths these persecuted 
children go for an education. 
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Media 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012510 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/19/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A young journalist was shot and killed during a riot in Northern Ireland last 
week, on the 21st anniversary of the Good Friday Agreement that ended decades 
of sectarian conflict there. After the riot, fears are mounting that dormant 
hostilities and violence could reappear. William Brangham talks to reporter 
Leona O’Neill about the New IRA and how Brexit could push tensions to the 
breaking point. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012535 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/24/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A doctored video of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, slowed to make her appear to 
slur her words, continues to provoke controversy. While YouTube removed the 
video from its platform, both Facebook and Twitter left it up. The episode 
sparks questions about the role and responsibility of social media companies 
to police the truth. For more, Amna Nawaz talks to The Atlantic’s Franklin 
Foer. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012547 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Sophisticated and inaccurate altered videos known as “deepfakes” are causing 
alarm in the digital realm. The highly realistic manipulated videos are the 
subject of a House Intelligence Committee hearing on Thursday. As Miles 
O’Brien reports, the accelerating speed of computers and advances in machine 
learning make deepfakes ever more difficult to detect, among growing fears of 
their weaponization. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012557 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/25/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Lesley Stahl is an Emmy-winning journalist who currently reports for the CBS 
News program “60 Minutes.” During her long career, she has served as a White 
House correspondent and anchor of CBS’ “Face the Nation.” But she didn't have 
an easy start in the industry. For the NewsHour’s “That Moment When,” Stahl 
tells Steve Goldbloom what it was like to be the only woman in a 1970s Boston 
newsroom. 
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Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
 

NOLA Code:         CEPA  000000 

Series Title:    Central Park Five; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/2/19   8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

This new film from award-winning filmmaker Ken Burns tells the story of the 
five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem who were wrongly convicted of 
raping a white woman in New York City’s Central Park in 1989. The film 
chronicles the Central Park jogger case, for the first time from the 
perspective of the five young men whose lives were upended by this miscarriage 
of justice. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012501 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/8/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Violent hate crimes are on the rise in the U.S. and across the globe. As a 
result, the ways in which hate groups use social media to threaten, galvanize 
and radicalize are drawing new scrutiny, including from Congress on Tuesday. 
Amna Nawaz reports on the Capitol Hill discussion and talks to Kristen Clarke 
of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, a national civil rights 
organization. 
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NOLA Code:         REAC  000101 

Series Title:    Reconstruction: America After the Civil War 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Experience the aftermath of the Civil War -- a bewildering, exhilarating and 
terrifying time. For African Americans, despite their hard-won freedom, 
support for their social, economic and political gains did not last. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         BOBE  000000 

Series Title:    Boss: The Black Experience in Business 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/23/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The history of business and entrepreneurship lies at the heart of the American 
story, but often absent are the names and experiences of African Americans 
who, from the country's earliest days, have embodied the qualities of 
innovation, risk-taking and determination to forge a path toward a better life 
- which is at the heart of the American entrepreneurial spirit. BOSS: THE 
BLACK EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS, by Peabody and Emmy Award-winning filmmaker 
Stanley Nelson, seeks to illuminate, educate, and inform, by examining more 
than 150 years of African American men and women - from those bound by 
bondage, to moguls at the top of multi-million dollar empires. 
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National Politics/Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012496 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Senate is considering changing the confirmation process for some nominees 
to federal courts and administration roles. Republicans want to limit debate 
time to speed up approvals, while Democrats argue that would compromise 
senators’ ability to vet nominees. Judy Woodruff talks to Kristine Lucius of 
the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights and the Heritage 
Foundation's Tom Jipping. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012518 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

After Attorney General William Barr failed to appear before the House 
Judiciary Committee for a scheduled hearing on the Mueller report, House 
Democrats threatened to hold him in contempt. Meanwhile, Republicans argue 
Mueller’s investigation was biased against President Trump. Amna Nawaz talks 
to former Justice Department official David Rivkin and Neal Katyal, former 
acting solicitor general. 
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   NOLA Code:         FRON  003801 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: Trump's Trade War 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/7/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The inside story of President Trump's gamble to confront China over trade. 
Reporting from the US and China, NPR and FRONTLINE investigate what led the 
world's two largest economies to the brink, and the billions at stake. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012558 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/26/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Although the presidency of Donald Trump has been marked by several scandals, 
they so far have not appeared to jeopardize his support with his enthusiastic 
base. Will that change with new details about an allegation he raped writer E. 
Jean Carroll in the 1990s, or with major controversy over the care of detained 
immigrant children in U.S. custody? Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to 
discuss. 
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Nuclear Issues/WMD 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012520 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Somewhat ominous developments have occurred recently around two flashpoints of 
American foreign policy: Iran and North Korea. On Sunday, National Security 
Adviser John Bolton announced a carrier strike group was moving into the 
Persian Gulf because of unspecified threatening action, purportedly from Iran. 
Meanwhile, North Korea conducted a missile test. William Brangham talks to 
Nick Schifrin. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012522 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/7/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Iran said it plans to cease complying with portions of the nuclear deal it 
signed with Western powers in 2015, though it didn't withdraw from the 
agreement altogether. But the announcement increases already escalating 
tensions with the U.S. Nick Schifrin talks to Takht Ravanchi, Iran’s 
ambassador to the UN, about why Iran made the decision now and whether it can 
trust President Trump. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  002809 

Series Title:    Rachel Carson: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/28/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet the scientist whose groundbreaking writings revolutionized our 
relationship to the natural world. Mary-Louise Parker is the voice of Rachel 
Carson in this moving and intimate portrait. 
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Poverty/Hunger 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012502 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/9/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Mozambique’s official death toll from a deadly cyclone in March has topped 
1,000. In the storm’s aftermath, survivors face lack of power, food and 
supplies, plus deadly outbreaks of diseases like cholera and malaria. Amna 
Nawaz talks to David Beasley, executive director of the World Food Programme, 
about his organization's response to that catastrophe as well as those in 
Yemen and Venezuela. 
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Recreation/Leisure/Sports 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IGS  601-603 

Series Title:    Iowa Girl’s High School State Soccer Championships 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/8/19  10am-5:30 p.m. 

Length:          360 

Segment:     

Format:  
IPTV presents the IGHSAU Iowa Farm Bureau Girls State Soccer 

Championship live from Cownie Stadium in Des Moines. The top teams in 

the state compete for the 1A, 2A, and 3A title. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012507 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/16/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

At age 43, Tiger Woods is now a Masters winner for the fifth time. On Sunday, 
the legendary golfer secured his 15th major tournament title, and his first 
since 2008. Nick Schifrin talks to Armen Keteyian, co-author of a book on 
Woods, for the story of the golf superstar’s early rise, catastrophic fall and 
triumphant return to the highest levels of his sport. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012519 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In athletics, who defines a man and a woman? A court has ordered South African 
runner and Olympic gold medalist Caster Semenya to take drugs to suppress her 
naturally high testosterone levels if she wants to continue to compete. 
William Brangham talks to USA Today's Christine Brennan and former Olympian 
Madeleine Pape, who once raced against Semenya and is now earning a sociology 
PhD in gender. 
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Religion/Ethics 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FSAS  000000 

Series Title:    Four Sons and All Their Sons: A Passover Story 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/14/19  5 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The Four Sons are the focus of one of the most beloved and intriguing 

stories in the Haggadah, the book read and sung at the Passover 

Seder.The story is beloved despite being just a short fable about four 

boys at the Seder table and how they're treated by their father. It's 

intriguing because that fable has been revised relentlessly over the 

centuries--in words, in art, in music--until it must be right up there 

with Shakespeare's plays among the most re-interpreted tales ever told. 

Why so many versions? Because Passover and its Seder are really about 

passing on heritage--or any belief--to your children. And The Four Sons 

story suggests how to do that, as many suggestions as there are 

versions. The documentary shows the variety of those versions as it 

moves constantly from an actual Seder to Four Sons stories in art, 

words, and music to interviewees from ages 17 to 70...and back to the 

Seder. Let "THE FOUR SONS AND ALL THEIR SONS usher in Passover this 

spring, just as its producer's "18 Voices Sing Kol Nidre" has greeted 

the High Holidays in recent autumns. 

    

NOLA Code:         IPW  000000 

Series Title:    Iowa Places of Worship 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/21/19  1 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Divine pieces of Iowa history are hidden all around our state. They rise from corn fields, 

tower over Main Street, and stand proudly in the woodlands .  

They are our old churches, temples, and synagogues, and they hold within them the 

stories of pioneers and their pursuit of the eternal. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012508 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/17/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In Paris, the fire at Notre Dame Cathedral is extinguished, but devastating 
damage remains. Parisians stood alongside global travelers at the site 
Tuesday, paying tribute to the landmark of cultural achievement that has stood 
for nearly a millennium. Amid the ashes, the rescue of several of the most 
beloved artifacts seemed miraculous. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant 
reports from Paris. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012516 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/29/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The deadly California synagogue shooting is the latest in a series of attacks 
that raise profound questions about keeping sacred spaces safe. Judy Woodruff 
talks to the Islamic Center of Greater Cincinnati's Shakila Ahmad, Rabbi 
Devorah Marcus from Temple Emanu-El of San Diego, Ted Elmore of the Southern 
Baptists of Texas Convention and Bishop Eugene Sutton of the Episcopal Diocese 
of Maryland. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003711 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Last Survivors 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/30/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A landmark documentary about some of the last survivors of the Holocaust. Only 
children at the time, these now elderly survivors reflect on how the trauma of 
the Holocaust has affected the rest of their lives. 
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Science/Technology 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  003914 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title: Mystery of Easter Island 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/10/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A remote, bleak speck of rock in the middle of the Pacific, Easter Island, or 
Rapa Nui, has mystified the world ever since the first Europeans arrived in 
1722. How and why did the ancient islanders build and move nearly 900 giant 
statues, or moai, weighing up to 86 tons? And how did they transform a 
presumed paradise into a treeless wasteland, bringing ruin upon their island 
and themselves? NOVA explores controversial recent claims that challenge 
decades of previous thinking about the islanders, who have been accused of 
everything from ecocide to cannibalism. Among the radical new theories is that 
the islanders used ropes to “walk” the statues upright, like moving a fridge. 
With the help of an accurate 15-ton replica statue, a NOVA team sets out to 
test this high-risk, seemingly unlikely theory — serving up plenty of action 
and surprises in this fresh investigation of one of the ancient world’s most 
intriguing enigmas. 
    

NOLA Code:         OZHH  000000 

Series Title:    Ozone Hole: How We Saved The Planet 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/10/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer -- and how the world came 
together to fix it -- as told by the scientists and politicians who spotted 
and then solved the planetary problem    Interviewees include Secretary George 
Shultz, who persuaded President Reagan to phase out CFC chemical production; 
Professor Mario Molina, who won the Nobel Prize for identifying the CFC 
problem; Dr James Lovelock whose work inspired Professor Molina to examine 
CFCs; Dr Jonathan Shanklin, who discovered the ozone hole; Sir Robert Watson 
who lead the international scientific assessment of the ozone problem. 
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NOLA Code:         BREI  000103 

Series Title:    Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed the World 

Episode Title:       The Robot 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/1/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Learn how robots were first conceptualized in ancient Rome and see how their 
use has evolved over the centuries, from the calculator to the Roomba. Then, 
take a sneak peek at what future robots will be able to do. 

 

NOLA Code:         LIGF  000000 

Series Title:    Light Falls 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/29/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Take a theatrical journey with physicist Brian Greene to uncover how Albert 
Einstein developed his theory of relativity. In this vivid play, science is 
illuminated on stage and screen through innovative projections and an original 
score. 
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Sexuality 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012534 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/23/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A recent series of murders of transgender victims is causing growing concern, 
particularly for trans women of color. It comes at a time when trans 
celebrities are more accepted in pop culture than ever before -- but also as 
the Trump administration aims to roll back Obama-era discrimination 
protections for transgender people. Amna Nawaz talks to the Anti-Violence 
Project's Beverly Tillery. 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012519 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In athletics, who defines a man and a woman? A court has ordered South African 
runner and Olympic gold medalist Caster Semenya to take drugs to suppress her 
naturally high testosterone levels if she wants to continue to compete. 
William Brangham talks to USA Today's Christine Brennan and former Olympian 
Madeleine Pape, who once raced against Semenya and is now earning a sociology 
PhD in gender. 
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NOLA Code:         AMDO  002909 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:       From This Day Forward 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/23/19  11:30pm 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet an American family coping with one of life’s most intimate 
transformations. Sharon Shattuck’s father came out as transgender, living as 
Trisha. Her mother stayed with him. Now Sharon wants to understand how the 
family survived intact. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WEMA  000106 

Series Title:    We'll Meet Again 

Episode Title:       Coming Out 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/11/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join Ann Curry as those whose lives were changed by the early days of the gay 
rights movement reunite. Tom wants to find the childhood friend who urged him 
to come out, while Paul seeks a fellow student who inspired him to stand up 
for his beliefs. 
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Transportation 
 

 

NOLA Code:         TESA  000000 

Series Title:    10 Streets That Changed America 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       5/14/19  7 p.m. 

Broadcast Date/Time: 60 

Length:           

Segment:     

Format:  

Take a whirlwind tour of engineering feats that made our civilization 
possible. See how engineers connected our nation with bridges, rail networks, 
a continent-wide freeway system, and delivered water from distant rivers to 
our kitchen sinks. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         BREI  000104 

Series Title:    Breakthrough: The Ideas that Changed the World 

Episode Title:       The Car 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/8/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Go for a ride through the 9,000-year history of the car, from its roots in dogsleds to Henry Ford's affordable 

and assembly line-built Model T, and meet the scientists working on the next generation of self-driving 

automobiles. 
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Urban Development, Urban Decay 
 

 

NOLA Code:         TESA  000000 

Series Title:    10 Streets That Changed America 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/21/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Take a whirlwind tour of engineering feats that made our civilization 
possible. See how engineers connected our nation with bridges, rail networks, 
a continent-wide freeway system, and delivered water from distant rivers to 
our kitchen sinks. 
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War/Veterans/National Security 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IWW  002006 

Series Title:    Iowa’s WWII Stories 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/26/19  1 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
On December 7, 1941, the United States entered World War II. By the time 

the war ended on August 15, 1945, almost every person on earth was 

affected in one way or another. Iowans who were at home had major roles 

to play in winning the war as well. Their sacrifice helped determine 

what kind of conditions, both political and social, would exist once the 

war was over. 

 

NOLA Code:         IRV  000000 

Series Title:    Iowan’s Remember Vietnam 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/26/19  2 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Iowans Remember Vietnam examines one of the most turbulent times in 

American history from the perspective of those who were there. This 

IPTV-produced documentary also chronicles the simultaneous battle at 

home, where thousands of young people took to the streets to demonstrate 

their strident opposition to the war. Iowans Remember Vietnam explores 

the causes -- and outcomes -- of both conflicts. From the first U.S. 

advisors in Vietnam; through the deployment of combat troops; to the 

fall of Saigon; Iowans Remember Vietnam counts the cost of an often 

misunderstood conflict, in which 115,000 Iowans served their country and 

859 made the ultimate sacrifice. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012498 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Although the Islamic State’s physical territory has dissolved, immense 
destruction from the brutal battle to eradicate the militant group remains. In 
the former caliphate’s capital city, Raqqa, survivors sort through the 
wreckage in search of bodies, recalling the atrocities they’ve seen in this 
city of the dead. Special correspondent Jane Ferguson reports from Raqqa. 
 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003711 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Last Survivors 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/30/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A landmark documentary about some of the last survivors of the Holocaust. Only 
children at the time, these now elderly survivors reflect on how the trauma of 
the Holocaust has affected the rest of their lives. 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         KONE  000000 

Series Title:    Korea: The Never-Ending War 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/29/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Shedding new light on a geopolitical hot spot, the film — written and produced 
by John Maggio and narrated by Korean-American actor John Cho — confronts the 
myth of the “Forgotten War,” documenting the post-1953 conflict and global 
consequences. 
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Women 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003708 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Abortion Divide 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/23/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Inside the fight over abortion through the stories of women struggling with 
unplanned pregnancies. Drawing on a landmark FRONTLINE film from the 1980s, a 
look at both sides of the abortion divide in a community still embroiled in 
the conflict. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012513 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 4/25/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Gloria Steinem is a writer, author, activist and feminist icon who travels 
widely to raise awareness for the gender equity causes she helped pioneer. At 
age 85, Steinem says she has no intention of passing on her torch but instead 
will use it to light others'. She reflects on the learning her unusual 
upbringing enabled and offers her brief but spectacular take on the women's 
movement right now. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012520 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 5/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the world's largest private 
philanthropic organization, with an endowment of $50 billion. Melinda Gates 
plays a huge role in shaping its work, and her new book, "The Moment of Lift: 
How Empowering Women Changes the World," chronicles some of the inspiring men 
and women she has met through it. Judy Woodruff talks to Gates about politics 
and equality. 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  001719 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       TRAPPED 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/9/19  11:30 pm 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Go inside the contentious issue of abortion rights through the story of health 
care providers and others in Texas, Mississippi and Alabama who are fighting 
against controversial new TRAP laws that are closing clinics. 
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Youth 
 

 

NOLA Code:         ASM  002018 

Series Title:    All-State Music Festival 2018 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/21/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  
This annual special features the top high school musicians in Iowa 

performing during the All-State Music Festival. 

 

NOLA Code:         IMT  002019 

Series Title:    Iowa High School Musical Theater Awards Showcase 2019 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 6/28/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Iowa High School Musical Theater Awards program is a year-long signature Des Moines Performing 

Arts community initiative. Throughout the year, theater professionals travel across the state reviewing high 

school musical productions. The program culminates with the IHSMTA Showcase held at the Des Moines 

Civic Center. Outstanding musicals and performers are invited to share highlights from their productions 

and create interschool medleys under the direction of Broadway professionals. 

 

 


